
Save the Princess:
Skills at Arms Challenge

General Information

• The Skills at Arms Challenge is a course to be ridden one at a time by competitors within a 
designated time period of 8 minutes.  Competitors will sign up for a ride time at registration. 

• The course may be ridden at the walk, trot or canter.  We also offer a condensed course for 
lead line riders, with participant ribbons for all.  To account for the greater difficulty of riders 
going at greater speeds, a coefficient scoring system will be used: 

  Walk: score x 1 = final points
  Trot: score x 2 = final points
  Canter: score x 3 = final points 

• The lowest speed used during any game will determine the scoring coefficient used for that 
portion of the Challenge:  For example, a rider may begin the Ring Tilt at the trot, but if the 
rider slows to a walk while attempting the game, the Ring Tilt will be scored at the walk.  The 
rider may choose to do different games at different speeds for greater scores. 

• Should riders miss a target or find themselves off course, they are welcome to stop and return 
to a target or re-adjust their course as long as they have not gone on to the next course 
element.  They should, however, keep their time in mind.  

• All weapons/tools will be provided.  Our versions of medieval weaponry are made of PVC and/
or foam and will be quite safe for even beginner riders. 

• Riders should handle their “weapons” carefully and respectfully:  The sword should be carried 
upright and only be used with a back swing, away from the horse’s head.  The spear should 
be held in a vertical position until advancing towards a target.  Immediately after a target, 
whether successful or not, raise the spear back to a vertical position. 

• In the event of an emergency or loss of control, DROP YOUR WEAPON OR TOOL!  To drop it 
safely, it should be held parallel to the horse and the ground and released.  Do not throw your 
weapon or stick it in the ground as this could create a safety hazard.

• Riders coming in medieval costume receive up to 10 points extra towards their final score.  

• And now, the rules, scoring, and a bit on history for each game in the course.  Most of these 
games are played in SCA (The Society for Creative Anachronism) equestrian tournaments.  
The SCA is an international organization dedicated to researching and re-creating the arts and 
skills of pre-17th-century Europe.  More information can be found at welcome.sca.org.  You 
can also search YouTube for Skills at Arms; one simple video is youtube.com/watch?
v=bm2p60w2-sY.  

  



Game Rules
SWORD SLALOM COURSE 

History:  To date, the closest period documentation for this game--sometimes called Beheading 
the Enemy--are some references to placing vegetables onto stakes and cutting them with a 
sword.  Perhaps the most significant historical significance for the game is that it was one of the 
first developed for the SCA.  It is a very good test of the rider’s ability to control their horse while 
wielding a weapon.   
 
Objective:  The rider weaves in and out of the standards in a regular pattern while attempting to 
knock the targets off of their standards as they are passed using a “sword”.  

Rules:  Only back-slice swings of the sword are allowed. It is not permitted to swing the weapon 
towards the horse or in such a way that would cause the dislodged target to hit the horse. 
 
Scoring:  The rider proceeds at their chosen gait through the standards attempting to knock off 
all the targets without missing any weaves. The rider gains 10 points for each target struck from 
its standard from the correct side (no points if target is struck from the wrong side).  TOTAL 
POSSIBLE POINTS:  30 points

REEDS SWORD DRILL

History:  This sword drill is documented to 14th century Arabic training manuals teaching the 
correct and accurate use of the sword while mounted.

Objective:  Riders must ride down a lane between standards of varying heights and chop the 
“reeds” off the standards.

Rules:  All sword swings must be backhand swings away from the horse.  A reed target must be 
hit by the sword and fall free from its standard to count.  A target falling off due to the post 
getting hit does not count.  Striking the horse, forward swings, or dropping the sword will count 
against the rider’s score.

Scoring:  There are 5 reeds worth 5 points each.  Penalties are 5 points each.  TOTAL 
POSSIBLE SCORE:  25 points

RING TILTING

History:  The Ring Tilt is an exercise in lance accuracy and is documented at least to the 15th 
and 16th century in Europe, possibly earlier and to 14th century in Arabic Manuals. It is currently 
the official state game of Maryland. The rings represent the rider’s ability to place their spear 
such that the warrior could accurately target eye slots or chinks in an opponent’s armor.  

Objective:  Using a 6' PVC “spear”, riders must spear rings suspended in the air.

Rules: The rider starts at one end of the tilting lane and proceeds down the lane in a straight
line, spearing the rings as he goes.  Before the end of the lane, the rider turns and returns
straight down the opposite side of the T-bars, spearing the rings on that side.  After the last ring
on each side, the lance should immediately be raised to a vertical position.  The rider stops
before reaching the end of the lane where he started.  He should lower his lance and deposit
the rings on the ground the at the finish line for the scorekeeper to tally the score.  Only the
rings that have been retained on the lance count for points.  



There are two methods of running the passes at the ring tilt. The "Frankish" method requires the
rider to lower his lance across his horse's neck and spear the ring on the side opposite his lance
arm. (A right-handed rider would pass with the T-bar on his left). The "Persian" method has the
rider lower his lance vertically on the same side of the horse as his lance arm. (A right-handed
rider would pass with the T-bar on his right.)
  
Scoring:  There are 4 opportunities to spear the rings, with two ring sizes at each place.  The 
larger ring is worth 3 points per ring; the smaller ring is worth 6 points per ring.  Each ring 
speared and kept on the lance until the end of the pass will be tallied for the final score. TOTAL 
POSSIBLE POINTS:  24 points

 
TENT PEGGING OR PIG STICKING

History:  It is not known exactly where or when the specific game of tent pegging first originated 
but it was popularized and spread around the world by Asian and European empires. It is
possible that it dates back as far as 326 B.C when Alexander the Great invaded India.

The sport was invented as a way for cavalries to practice and develop skill with their swords 
from horse back. The most common theory of the game's origin is that it originated in India as a 
training exercise for cavaliers who might face war elephants in battle. War elephants were a 
common military tool in India. They were generally used in stampedes to trample the enemy. 
The goal of the cavalier was to pierce the sensitive area behind the elephants toenail, causing 
the animal to rear in pain and throw his mahout (elephant driver). This method of battle is 
believed to have been used by Alexander the Great and his soldiers when they invaded India.

The name of the game, however, comes from the fact that the skills learned from practicing it 
can be used to attack enemy camps and uproot their tent pegs, collapsing their tents around 
them.  This game builds the skills necessary for spearing objects that are low to the ground with 
accuracy such as in the hunting of wild boar or other objects low to the ground.

Objective:  Riders must hit a target on the ground, using a spear.  
  
Rules:   For the safety of the rider, it is important to use the proper spear handling technique to 
prevent the rider from being vaulted out of the saddle. The spear is held loosely in the hand, 
point up. Upon approaching the target, the rider will lower the spear and “bump” the target with 
the velcro end of the spear and let the arm continue to swing backwards (hopefully with the 
target on the spear), then up and back in the vertical position.  

Scoring:  15 points for the large target; 30 points for the small target.  TOTAL POSSIBLE 
POINTS:  30 points

 
JAVELIN THROW/SPEAR TOSS

History:  There are several types of games that involve the use of a spear thrown from
horseback towards a target.

Objective:  The object is to throw a spear or javelin at a target while riding.

Rules:   Don’t throw the spear at anything but the target!  

Scoring:  10 points for hitting within the “goalposts”; 15 points for hitting the target at all; 20
points for hitting the large hole, and 25 points for hitting the small hole.  TOTAL POSSIBLE
POINTS:  25 points



GOBLET RACE

History:  This game is to show the horse and rider’s skill in traveling smoothly and working 
together to avoid spilling much water. This game is played as beer racing in Iceland (ridden at a 
tolt, a special and very smooth gait particular to Icelandic horses).

Objective:  In this game the rider carries a full goblet of water over a pre-determined course. 
The water in the vessel is measured before and after the ride. Each rider uses the same vessel 
and follows the same course.

Rules:  The goblet is filled to the brim and handed to the mounted rider. The rider cannot cover 
the top of the open goblet with his or her hands or anything else. The rider then rides at his/her 
chosen speed to and around the turning point and returns, pouring the leftover water into 
another vessel to be measured.  Should the rider need assistance to pour the water into the 
vessel, 5 points will be deducted from the score.  For help, rider should say “Help”. 

Scoring:  This game is scored on accuracy.  A full goblet is worth 25 points.  For each portion or 
partial portion of water missing, the rider loses 5 points.  

RESCUE THE PRINCESS

History:  This game is quite often included in “challenge course” type tournaments. The basic 
version that can be ridden by any level rider involves the use of a dummy (the inanimate kind)-- 
a “maiden” or a “squire”--that needs to be rescued from some dire fate and carried from one 
place to another. The skill involved is to be able to safely ride one’s horse through a course 
while encumbered with this extra object and hand the “maiden”off to the ground crew person at 
the end of the course.

Objective:  Rescue the Princess from her place of capture, seat her or lay her across your 
horse, and ride to the Throne.  Dismount your horse, and seat the Princess on her Throne.

Scoring:  A subjective score, this challenge will be judged on the horse’s willingness and 
fearlessness to carry the princess and the rider’s most “knight-like” handling of the Princess! 25 
points possible.    

 


